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DIRAC

- Grid middleware used by many VOs (see #173)
  + WMS, DMS, etc
  + Extensible horizontally and vertically
  + Comes with all its dependencies
Why?

- DIRAC requires many external library dependencies
  - Python libraries
  - Middleware
  - Server Side Tools
- Historically managed by two independent packages

DIRAC

Externals  LCGBundle
Externals and LCGBundle

- Python, standard binary libraries, grid tools (gfal2, arc, ...)
- Pre-compiled for several platforms
- Different versions / composition for client and server
- Composed by manipulation/picking of existing LCG-Application-Area releases done by CERN EP-SFT and manual compilation
The issues

- Difficult testing environment
  - Externals User vs. Externals Server vs. LCGBundle
- Slow release process
  - Dependent on LCG-AA release cycle
- Substantial manual intervention by maintainers needed
- Extension or customisation of builds is hard
- Technical issues:
  - Reliance on non-system versions
  - Dependance on the GCC version of respective LCG
  - Python version newer than the native system → binary incompatibility
  - Stdlib with/without C++11 support
Shopping list

- Portable
  - At least SLC6 and CC7
- Reproducible
- Extensible
  - VO can have their own extension
- Testable
  - Unit and integration tests, nightlies, RC
- Not a one man show
  - Documented, automatized as much as possible
Single package list
Recompiled all from SRPM
All the dependencies are pulled down to but excluding glibc
Same packages for clients, servers and multiple platforms
Solves the binary incompatibility of using a different python version from the native system
Based on Fedora Mock and yum repo
Extensible setup design
Ideal for agile development cycle
Fedora Mock

- Tool for building packages
- Creates chroots and builds packages in them
- Used for all Fedora builds (underlying Koji and Copr)
Functionality to cope with special cases

- **Patching:**
  - certain RPM spec requires tweaking
  - simply add diff to patch folder

- **Routines for pre, post and instead actions**

- **List of Python packages handled via list in json configuration**
Current Status

- Repo integrated into DIRACGrid
  - https://github.com/DIRACGrid/DIRACOS
- Current release: v1r4
- Available opt-in as from DIRAC v6r21
- Default from DIRAC v7
- Tests OK with SLC6, CC7, fedora and ubuntu
  - Official support only for SLC6 and CC7
- Bundle size 277 MB
  - Mostly distributed via CVMFS
How to build?

► Generating of bundles made easy

1. Prerequisites on SLC6:
   ► yum install -y mock rpm-build fedora-packager createrepo python-pip
   ► pip install diracos

2. Compile all RPMs
   ► dos-build-all-rpms config/diracos.json

3. Generate requirements.txt with versions
   ► dos-fix-pip-versions config/diracos.json

4. Compile the python modules
   ► dos-build-python-modules config/diracos.json

5. Pull dependencies and tar
   ► dos-bundle config/diracos.json
How to extend? Python

▶ Trivial configuration file

```json
{
    "extensionName": "LHCb",
    "diracOsVersion": "v1r4",
    "version": "master",
    "pipRequirements": "lhcb_requirements.txt"
}
```

▶ dos-build-extension lhcbdirac.json
How to extend? RPM

* Modify config/diracos.json and add your desired SRPM

```json
{"name": "gfal2",
 "packages": [
 {
 "src": "https://diracos.web.cern.ch/diracos/SRPM/dcap-2.47.12-4.el6.src.rpm",
 "name": "dcap"
 },
 {
 "comment": "used by gfal2",
 "src": "https://diracos.web.cern.ch/diracos/SRPM/gtest-1.5.0-5.el6.src.rpm",
 "name": "gtest",
 "buildOnly": true
 },
 {
 "src": "__PATH_TO__/SRPM/package-version.el6.src.rpm",
 "name": "MyPackage"
 }
 ]
}
```

* All SRPM archived at http://diracos.web.cern.ch
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What about testing?

- DIRACOS equipped with working CI (gitlab mirror at CERN)
- repo build for every merge a posteriori

1. Check if there are any broken symbolic links
2. Check if there are any absolute symbolic links
   - Whitelist some broken links that are inherent to some packages
3. Try to import all python packages and see if dependencies can be resolved
4. Run some CLI tools to check working (e.g. gfal-stat)

- Still many tests missing
Release procedure

- Fully integrated into CI
- Based on branch name
- Create build only for testing
- Create Release
  - aggregate changes
  - make release build
  - run tests
  - compile list of versions
  - prepare release notes
  - make tag
  - publish on GitHub
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Included versions of packages

==== RPM packages ====

- autoconf-2.63-5.1.el6.noarch.rpm
- automake-1.11.1-4.el6.noarch.rpm
- boost-1.41.0-28.el6.py27.usc4.x86_64.rpm
- boost-date-time-1.41.0-28.el6.py27.usc4.x86_64.rpm
- boost-devel-1.41.0-28.el6.py27.usc4.x86_64.rpm
- boost-filesystem-1.41.0-28.el6.py27.usc4.x86_64.rpm
- boost-graph-1.41.0-28.el6.py27.usc4.x86_64.rpm
- boost-iostreams-1.41.0-28.el6.py27.usc4.x86_64.rpm
- boost-math-1.41.0-28.el6.py27.usc4.x86_64.rpm
- boost-program-options-1.41.0-28.el6.py27.usc4.x86_64.rpm
- boost-python-1.41.0-28.el6.py27.usc4.x86_64.rpm
- boost-regex-1.41.0-28.el6.py27.usc4.x86_64.rpm
- boost-serialization-1.41.0-28.el6.py27.usc4.x86_64.rpm
- boost-signals-1.41.0-28.el6.py27.usc4.x86_64.rpm
- boost-static-1.41.0-28.el6.py27.usc4.x86_64.rpm
- boost-system-1.41.0-28.el6.py27.usc4.x86_64.rpm
- boost-test-1.41.0-28.el6.py27.usc4.x86_64.rpm
- boost-thread-1.41.0-28.el6.py27.usc4.x86_64.rpm
- boost-wave-1.41.0-28.el6.py27.usc4.x86_64.rpm
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===== Python packages =====
astroid==1.6.6
atomicwrites==1.3.0
attrs==19.1.0
autopep8==1.3.3
backports-abc==0.5
backports.functools-lru-cache==1.5
backports.shutil-get-terminal-size==1.0.0
certifi==2019.3.9
chardet==3.0.4
CMRESHandler==1.0.0
codecov==2.0.15
configparser==3.7.4
coverage==4.5.3
cx-Oracle==7.1.2
cycler==0.10.0
decorator==4.4.0
doctest==0.6.2
docutils==0.14
elasticsearch==6.3.1
elasticsearch-dsl==6.3.1
Documentation

- Automatic self documentation of releases
- Substantial amount of documentation in repo (∼ 700 lines)
- There is always room for improvement
Summary

- Reached production level quality
  - DIRAC certification performed with DIRACOS
  - Already in production (LHCb, ILC, FranceGrilles)
- Minimised size of bundle to reasonable size
- In sync with an agile development cycle
- Conda in v2? (see #488 Sustainable packaging for end users with conda)